Mysterious bunkers in the Eagle Mountains
(Czech: Orlické hory)
Route description
In addition to perfect conditions, the Eagle Mountains offer keen bikers strong stories. For example,
those about remarkable bunkers that were built in the 1930’s to protect the inhabitants against
enemy neighbours.

„You can set off from Šerlich Saddleback in the northern corner of the Eagle Mountains. Leave a hill
called Vrchmezí to climb the highest peak of these mountains – Velká Deštná. You can fully enjoy a
perfectly prepared trail and the best parts of the Eagle Mountains. You will reach a peak called
Jelenka, where you will discover a small light fortification made of reinforced concrete, called
“řopík” in Czech. It is open to the public so you can become fully absorbed in the atmosphere of the
stories that took place there. Imagine seven men jammed inside, who had only two loopholes and
tonnes of concrete above their heads. These fortifications only rarely aimed towards enemy territory,
they were usually intended for side firing. It is interesting that the “řopík” was practically
indestructible at that time. How depressive it must have been for the soldiers who arrived there
within the mobilisation in 1938? In Koruna you will have a gorgeous view of the Eagle Mountain
ridge. Not far behind Střední vrch (Middle Hill) you will take a path that goes via Tetřevec to the
Kunštát Chapel, and via Mezivrší you will get to an infantry log cabin called Průsek. The two-storey
heavy fortification construction for 29 soldiers is unusually well-preserved and full of historic
equipment. The Eagle Mountains are literally spotted with remnants of once perfect fortification –
trenches, moats against tanks. These mountains had an important defensive importance, breaking

through their line was out of the question. Do not miss an artillery fortress called Bouda, which is
one of five completed constructions of the heaviest type of fortification, a popular fortress called
Hanička and a nicely reconstructed log cabin called Průsek. This trip provides a perfect combination
of beautiful countryside and magnificent views, but also a unique atmosphere of the Czechoslovak
fortification stories. The Eagle Mountains are simply worth visiting.“
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Stories which happened nearby
Jak Rudá armáda otevřela kostel nebesům: , GPS: 50.214946219171,16.549808979034
Krajem ducha Rampušáka: , GPS: 50.3231361,16.3895031
Křišťálový třpyt sněhových vloček: , GPS: 50.3046434,16.3506512
Cukr vykoupený krví: , GPS: 50.139808,16.575494
Prodaná Hanička: , GPS: 50.195968,16.509962
Můj prázdninový příběh: , GPS: 50.216458431918,16.490478515625

Places for bikers
Autocamping Žamberk: , Tel: +420465614755, Email: kemp@orlicko.cz, Adresa: Pod
Černým lesem, Žamberk, GPS: 50.08627222,16.47436389
Chráněné dílny Kopeček: , Tel: +420731604084, Email: kopecek@neratov.cz, Adresa:
Bartošovice v Orlických horách 15, GPS: 50.16427222,16.55402222
Horská chata Radost: , Tel: +420774624679, Email: chata.radost@seznam.cz, Adresa:
Plasnice 124, Deštné v Orlických horách, GPS: 50.3146667,16.3177222
Domek Prokopa Diviše : , Tel: +420465611678, Email: hazmuka@muzeumzamberk.cz,
Adresa: Betlém 326, Žamberk , GPS: 50.0947269,16.4460342
Penzion Na Staré Škole: , Tel: +420602436986, Email: josef.hendl@email.cz, Adresa: Polom
106, Sedloňov, GPS: 50.3539481,16.306435
Penzion Na Staré Škole - kemp: , Tel: +420602436986, Email: josef.hendl@email.cz,
Adresa: Polom 106, Sedloňov, GPS: 50.3539481,16.306435
Chata Severka: , Tel: +420605213901, Email: penzionseverka@email.cz, Adresa: Rokytnice v
Orlických horách 385, GPS: 50.1869622,16.4835358

